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Researchers - The conduct of this study helped the researchers to work Related Literature RFID student attendance
monitoring system is a system that will.

In Image processing, noise is present in scanned images. According to Mayor Jun Bernabe on the article
Planet Biometrics,In August Paraaque City, Philippines has replaced its existing biometric machines with a
new fingerprint biometric attendance registrysystem, which it says is more user-friendly and efficient. The
education policy in Botswana allows for twelve weeks of maternity leave. The solution has to take care of c a l
c u l a t i o n o f t h e s a l a r y a s p e r r u l e s o f t h e C o m p a n y, I n c o m e - T a x calculation and
various deductions to be done from salary based on thedaily time record using the Biometric Attendance
Record Systemincluding statutory deductio ns like Income Tax and Provident Fund deductions. Computer
security covers a wide area of computing and information processing, and it is vital for protecting the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of computer systems, resources, and data in all organizations. That
printout shall be verified dated and signed by the individual pharmacist verifying that the information
indicated is correct and then sign this document in the same manner as signing a check or legal document e.
This method is automated and needs no manual paper sheets filling. Journal of International Business
Research and Marketing, 2 6 , pp. Video surveillance may not always recognize all the people on the screen.
Visual Basic is used as a tool for programming the functionalities of forms, buttons, menus, and encoding of
grades. Typical access control applications include: computer centers; radioactive or biological danger areas;
controlled experiments; information storage areas; airport maintenance and freight areas; drug storage areas;
apartment houses and office buildings; safe deposit boxes and vaults; and computer terminal entry. Nowadays,
Information and Communication Technology ICT brings a tremendous new technology to change and ease the
management to get the information in a more systematic and efficient way. The means of getting inside the
company premises is by swipingcards into a machine that reads every record of each employee then monitor
and displays the time a particular employee logs in and out. Pros: Computer monitoring software is dedicated
to employee computer and attendance monitoring. The records handled by the automated records management
system may come in tangible forms that will be translated to digital formats with the use of the latest
technologies in the market. Managers and supervisors can also watch employees idle times while in the office.
The time lost method expresses the percentage of contracted working time available in days or hours that has
been lost due to absence Nel et al. Generally speaking, any situation that allows an interaction between human
and machine is capable of incorporating biometrics. The Paper also describes a noise removal method that will
remove noise efficiently from scanned images. Aside from cutting manpower downtime, it makes
timekeepingand payroll preparation simpler, systematic and more accurate. The absence frequency approach
for reporting absence data expresses the average number of absence events per employee as a percentage.
Cons: Employee computer monitoring software can be used only on computers. The target of this system is to
monitor the daily student attendance and to inform parents about the attendance of their children. Another
problem that the student body organization is facing now is the consolidation of the report of the attendance of
the students. Kaman , p. It is important to distinguish between authorised absences planned and managed
absenteeism and unplanned ones, which are unpredictable both regarding the duration of the incident and the
person involved â€” absenteeism that is unplanned, disruptive and costly. Requirement Gathering and analysis
- All possible requirements of the system to be developed are captured in this phase and documented in a
requirement specification doc. Visual basic 6, Microsoft Access, and Crystal Report 9 were used for designing
and creating the system. The technology also allows an almost instantaneousidentification. Related Study 1.
Each system lessens the load on workforce and paper work of the organization. Extensive collections,
reputedly complete, of facts and data garnered from material of a specialized subject area and made available
for analysis and application. Grading System is the most commonly used in computing and analyzing the
performance, talent and skills of students? Whereas, transparent and investors friendly business atmosphere is
essential in capital market for building confidence of general investors. With this system issuing the salary
would not at all be tough for companies as they can very easily check the record of employees and issue the
salary. Moreover, before universities have created their own bespoke student record systems, but with growing
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complexity in the business of educational establishments, organizations now choose to buy customizable
within the shelf software. The collection can be automated by various contemporary methods for retrieval.
Attendance â€” the action or state of going regularly to or being present at a place or event. Student
information systems provide capabilities for entering student test and other assessment scores, building student
schedules, tracking student attendance as well as managing many other student-related data needs within the
institution university. They stress that organisations should have policies and measures in place to prevent
absenteeism from becoming a burden and rendering them to be dysfunctional. Without attempting to
differentiate terms such as data, knowledge, information and record, it is recommended that the reader
maintain a simple but consistent definition of a record throughout this thesis.


